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The change processThe change process

Learning community developers and 
promoters are institutional change agents

n What we ask of students
n embrace a form of learning that may be foreign to 

them 
n take responsibility for their own learning

n What we ask of faculty
n alter teaching paradigms 
n take risks teaching with their peers 

n What we ask of administrators
n place student success first, even before financial 

and logistical problems 
n support new approaches



Learning communities as changeLearning communities as change

Change involves:

Vision Is the program vision clear?

Skills Does your leadership team have the 
necessary skills to forward the project?

Incentives Are there benefits to those involved?

Resources Are the necessary resources available?

Action Plan Does a specific plan define actions for all 
involved?

A marketing plan includes all five elements



What is integrated marketing? What is integrated marketing? 

Marketing is a carefully formulated 
strategy designed to bring specific 
audiences to your program that includes:

§on-going research and analysis
§planning, implementation, and assessment

Robert Sevier, Integrated Marketing for Colleges, Universities and 
Schools, Council for the Advancement and Support of Education, 
Washington D.C. 1998. 



What is integrated marketing? What is integrated marketing? 

Marketing is a data-driven planning 
process of extensive listening to the 
audience to ensure that the promotional 
message and the “product/program” fits 
with the intended audiences’ needs and 
interests.

Robert Sevier, Integrated Marketing for Colleges, Universities and Schools, 
Council for the Advancement and Support of Education, Washington D.C. 
1998.



What is integrated marketing? What is integrated marketing? 

Promotional strategies are one part of an 
overall marketing effort. However, product, 
pricing, and place (distribution) strategies also 
matter. 

For example, successful learning communities use marketing to 
recruit students, faculty, and key supporters and to design 

programs around real needs.

Robert Sevier, Integrated Marketing for Colleges, Universities and 
Schools, Council for the Advancement and Support of Education, 
Washington D.C. 1998. 



What is integrated marketing? What is integrated marketing? 

Marketing Definitions

§ Product strategy – A concept that considers satisfaction of all 
customer needs in relation to the service or good

§ Price strategy – A concept that deals with the methods of 
setting a justifiable “price” – for learning communities a “cost” for 
participation

§ Place strategy – Methods for ensuring that the product is 
available in the right quantities at the right time and place

§ Promotion strategy – The communication link between “sellers” 
and “buyers”

Adapted from: Louis E. Boone and David L. Kurtz. Contemporary 
Marketing(7th ed.), Dryden Press, Fort Worth, TX 1992.



What is integrated marketing? What is integrated marketing? 

Marketing processes are designed to fit with 
key organizational objectives and link to the 
organization’s strategic plan. 

Robert Sevier, Integrated Marketing for Colleges, Universities and Schools, 
Council for the Advancement and Support of Education, Washington D.C. 1998.



Marketing is data drivenMarketing is data driven

A sound marketing plan begins with 
research and continues through LC 
program planning, implementation, and 
evaluation. 

Research  should answer these questions:

§ Who are our LCs designed for?  
§ Are there enough students for us to offer the LC? 
§ What are students’ needs in terms of courses, 

scheduling, siting of the LC? 
§ Are the students we planned for actually enrolling in the 

LC?



Marketing is data drivenMarketing is data driven

Research should also answer these 
questions:

§ How can we communicate with prospective 
students?

§ What faculty are available and interested in teaching 
in LCs? 

§ Are they the right faculty for what students need?
§ How effective was the LC in meetings its goals?
§ How can the program be improved?



Common research methodsCommon research methods

Marketing research methods, each with their 
own strengths and weaknesses, include:*     

n Focus groups-good early in the research process, 
especially for testing and comparing concepts with local 
audiences.

n Mail surveys-useful to gather more comprehensive data 
from geographically dispersed audience. 

* These methods are described in detail in Integrated Marketing by Robert 
Sevier



Common research methodsCommon research methods

Additional marketing research methods 

n Telephone surveys-good for quicker response than 
mail survey.  Must be shorter than mail survey.

n In-depth interviews-purposefully less representative 
of population but more in-depth. Costly and may be 
subject to interview bias. 



Your current marketing effortsYour current marketing efforts

n What are you currently doing in marketing?
n Can you measure the effectiveness of the current 

effort? 
n Are you using all available resources and 

personnel?

n outreach employees
n counselors/advisors
n research personnel
n marketing department
n webmasters
n registration/enrollment
n serving learning
n grant writers
n foundations
n information desk
n students activities



Your current marketing effortsYour current marketing efforts

Have you tapped into existing programs 
and publications?

n Student orientations
n faculty and/or student mentoring



Assessing readiness for changeAssessing readiness for change

A successful marketing plan for your 
learning community program begins with 
an assessment of your institution’s 
readiness for change. What is the:

n Student need?
n Faculty interest in LC’s?
n Campus environment?
n Commitment of administration and other key staff?



Assessing readiness for changeAssessing readiness for change

n What is the state of your LC program?
n Infrastructure
n Pool of students
n Mix and offering of LC courses
n The faculty

n What is the state of your current 
marketing efforts?



LCsLCs require coordinationrequire coordination

Locus of Learning 
Community 
Leadership

Goals for the 
LC Effort

Faculty 
Recruitment

Faculty 
Development 
Support

LC Offerings 
(Models/Mix)

Planning 
Calendar

Scheduling 
Time/Rooms

Involvement of 
Academic Advisors

Publicity-Student 
Recruitment

Registrar/Registration

Program Delivery 
by Faculty

Assessment/Evaluation



Extensive network neededExtensive network needed

What would it take on your campus to 
get each one of the parts on the 
proceeding chart involved in the 
development of your learning 
community program?



Campus environmentCampus environment

§ Can the LC effort be related to your 
institution’s core values? 

§ How much interest is there in innovation? 
§ Are there deep stresses on your 

institution?
§ Do financial burdens permeate the 

institution?  



Campus environmentCampus environment

§ What alternative sources of funding 
are available? How do you secure 
them?

§ Is there faculty unity?  (If not, what 
are the different factions?)

§ Are there other employee groups 
interested in supporting learning 
communities or becoming involved?



Student needStudent need

Should your learning communities program 
target a special population or need?



Student needStudent need

General education courses 
related to a field of study

Returning adult students

Fulfill diversity/service 
learning requirements

Career/vocational students
Honors students

Flexible classroom delivery 
methods

Under-prepared students

Evening/weekend classesBeginning students

Accommodating work 
schedules

Transfer students

Securing a prime-time 
schedule

General education 
students

NeedsPopulations



Student needStudent need

Is there a certain mix of courses that 
most students are required to take or 
are required by several 
technical/occupational programs?



Student needStudent need

The Harper College experience

“In order to get our LC program off the ground in our first few years, 
just about any type of LC with any mix of courses was allowed to
run (just so we’d have something on the books and be able to get
both students and faculty interested in the concept).  Many faculty 
teaching in vocational/technical areas had been teaching the same 
set of courses for years.  They were anxious to reach out and try 
new alternatives.  

Unfortunately, the vocational/technical courses are needed by only 
a select few students (in those specific programs) so adequate 
student enrollment was difficult to secure and LCs were cancelled.  
This strategy worked against our development rather than for it.”



Analyze your current LC programAnalyze your current LC program

n Infrastructure of your program
n What type of leadership team is there?
n Does the program have a coordinator? Is that person(s) 

compensated?
n Do you have adequate faculty incentives?
n Do you have back-up plans for low enrollment LCs?
n Is there an adequate budget?
n Is there a plan to educate and recruit faculty and 

counselors/student advisors?
n What is your application process?
n What is your assessment process?
n Do you have faculty development opportunities?



Analyze your current LC programAnalyze your current LC program

n The student pool
n Have you clearly identified your target market?
n Are there enough students in your pool to ensure 

enrollment?

n The mix and offering of LC courses
n Are the courses within the LCs what students need?
n Do you have sequential LCs or offerings for currently 

enrolled LC students?
n Are the themes interesting to students not just to 

faculty?



Analyze your current LC programAnalyze your current LC program

n The faculty
n Who are the faculty currently involved?
n Are there enough faculty to sustain a program?
n Do you have mentors for your faculty?
n How do you know they are following your program 

goals such as: 
(1) teaching collaboratively
(2) student-centered learning
(3) integrating the curriculum
(4) presenting diverse points of view



Analyze your current LC programAnalyze your current LC program

§ Individual faculty willingness and ability
§ How many faculty are involved in this or other new 

initiatives?
§ How creatively do your faculty structure courses?
§ What is the level of use of critical literacy skills, 

e.g. classroom research, collaborative learning, 
writing across the curriculum, negotiated grades, 
reading strategies?

§ Does a faculty mentoring system exist or could one 
be established?


